Rootsystems
of nonclassical simple Lie algebras L =xQtR L, such that a( [e, f] ) # 0 for some e E Li, f~ L'-jl for each a E R -{ 0) either contain T,-sections or are irreducible Wiff rootsystems. L, includes, relative to the appropriate Cartan subalgebra, the simple classical Lie algebras, the Albert-Zassenhaus algebras, and the Kaplansky algebras W(m, n) (also called generalized Witt algebras).
When the condition of simplicity is dropped, one has the larger class of symmetric Lie algebras studied in Winter [3] . The rootsystems of 2-sections ~5'". 'I = C,p,:rO L, +,b of symmetric Lie algebras L are classified up to isomorphism by types A Notation and conventions follow Seligman [l] and Winter [3] .
We regard R as subsets of its k-span V = kR. Then L is graded by the additive group V with support R in the sense that L = C,, y L, (direct) with L,# (0) if and only if aER and [L,, Lh] cL,,~ a, bE V. This grading of L by V is a Cartan grading with rootspaces L, (a E R) in the sense that the subalgebra L, is a Cartan subalgebra of L and the L, (aE R) are the eigenspaces L,= {xg Ll(ad h-a(h)Z)di" 'x=0 for all h E L,} of ad L,. Each rootspace L, is nonzero and contains the linear rootspace Li = {XG Llad h(x) = a(h)x for all h E Lo}. If ad L, is triangulable, then each linear rootspace L; (a E R) is nonzero.
Following Winter [3] , L is symmetric if a (CL'_., L:]) #O for all a E R -(0). And (R, V) is a Lie rootsystem over k if LRS 1. 0 E R = -R and R is a finite subset of the vector space V over k; LRS 2. for all a E R -{0}, there exists a0 E Horn, (V, k) such that a'(a) = 2 and the reflection r,(b) = b -a'(b)a at a0 stabilizes all bounded a-orbits R,(a); LRS 3. each nonzero root a is classical or Witt; LRS 4. each Witt orbit has 1, p-l, or p elements.
Here, the a-orbit of b is the translational orbit {b -ra,..., b + qa} with b + ia E R ( -r < i < q) and either q + 1 = -r modulo p, in which case R,(a)=Za+ b and R,,(a) is unbounded, or b-(r+ l)a$ R and b + (q + 1)a # R, in which case R,(a) is bounded. An element a E R is classical (respectively Witt) if the subsystem R, = Za AR is { -a, 0, a) (respectively Ha); and an orbit R,(a) is classical (respectively Witt) if a is classical (respectively Witt). The set of Witt roots is denoted R", and the set of classical roots is denoted R". It is observed in Corollary 1.6 below that, in the absence of 2-sections of type T2 (see below), R" is a Lie rootsystem.
Any Lie rootsystem R decomposes as R = R, V.. . VR, where Ri are the irreducible component Lie rootsystems of R, following Winter [3] .
A classical rootsystem is a Lie rootsystem R such that R = R", and a Witt rootsystem is a Lie rootsystem R such that R = R". Clearly, R is classical (respectively Witt) if and only if its irreducible components R, are classical (respectively Witt).
The present paper depends on the following results.
1.1. THEOREM (Winter [3] ).
For L=CaERLU symmetric, (R, V) is a Lie rootsystem. Moreover, L, is one dimensional for every a E R".
THEOREM. (Winter [3]).
The irreducible classical rootsystems are those of type A,(n 2 l), B,(n >, 2), C,(n 3 3), D,(n 2 4), E,(n = 6, 7,8), F4, G,.
THEOREM (Winter [3]).
A Lie algebra L=zUsR L, is classical if and only if L is symmetric with R classical and L2 = L, Center L = (0). Given Z,-independent a, ,..., a, in R, Ra, . . . a,, =def R n (Za, + . . . + Za,) is a Lie rootsystem of prime rank n called an n-section of R. The l-sections and 2-sections are of special importance. They are classified as follows. Letting -: R -+ R be the closure homomorphism from R to its double Z-dual fi, t is a classical rootsystem and R" is the kernel of A if R has no 2-section of type T,, by Winter [3] .
1.5. THEOREM (Winter [3] ).
Let R he a Lie rootsystem having no 2-sections Rub of type T,. Then every classical complement S of R" is a classical rootsystem such that R c R"'+ S and S is isomorphic to R under bwb.
Here, a classical complement of R" is any subset S of R which is constructed by taxing a base k,,..., 2, for the classical rootsystem 8, taking preimages a, ,..., a, E R and forming S as S= {flIal + ..f +n,a,In,a,+ ... +n,a,ER}.
We call b H 6 the canonical isomorphism from S to ff. We also need the following corollary.
1.6. COROLLARY.
Let R be a Lie rootsystem having no subsystem Rab of type T2 and let c be a nonzero root in R. Then 1. c is a Witt root tf and only $2 = 6, and R" is a Lie rootsystem consisting of Witt roots; 2. c is classical if and only if c E S ,for some classical complement S of RO.
Proof. For (1 ), take a classical complement S of R" and write c = a + b with a E R", b E S. Then 2 = ci + g= d + 6= 6. Thus, it suffices to show that 6# 0 for every b E S-{O}. But this is a consequence of the fact that bw6 maps S isomorphically onto g. The remaining assertion is now evident, a,bER'with a+bER=a$b=ci+6=a*a+bER'.
For (2), let c be classical. Then C # 0 by (1) . It follows that ff has a base A a,,..., ci, which includes E, so that R has a classical complement S containing c. 1
Finally, we need the following theorem on collapse. In the theorem, H, is the k-span of {a'laER-(0)) and a,: H,-+k is defined by 
THE R~~TSYSTEM OF A SIMPLE SYMMETRIC LIE ALGEBRA
Let L=CaGR L, be a symmetric Lie algebra. We show in this section that if L is simple, then L is classical, R is Witt, or R has a 2-section Rat? of type T2. This is done using the results of Winter [3] collected in Section 1.
THEOREM.
Suppose that R is a simple nonclassical having no 2-section of type T2. Then R is an irreducible Witt rootsystem.
Proof. Let S be a classical complement of R,, so that R c R" + S by Theorem 1.5. If R" = { 0}, then R is classical and L is a classical Lie algebra by Theorem 1.3. Thus, R" # (0 ). Observe that the subalgebra Z=C bERC--(Oj(Lb+ [Lb, LC]) generated by {LhIbeR"-(0)) is an ideal. For this, we must use the result R' -(0 > = {b E R 18 # a} of Corollary 1.6. That Z is, indeed, the subalgebra generated by {Lb1 6 #a} is then easily verified. Next, consider any L, with a E R -(R' -{ 0}) = R"', so that ri = 6.
If CL,,L,l# (0) th en a+bER and a+6=6+6=6#6
If Z= {0}, then R'= (0) and R = R", and we are done. Suppose that Z # 0. Then L = Z, by simplicity of L. We now show that it is impossible, thereby completing the proof. Since R" # { 0}, we may take a E R" -(0). Since L = Z, we have Witt rootsystems are studied in detail in the next section.
WITT ROOTSYSTEMS
We now assume that R is a Witt rootsystem. We know from Theorem We begin by constructing and studying an infinite family U, (n 3 3) of irreducible Witt rootsystems. Observe that Ra, ... a,, = R n (Za, + . . . + Za,) is a Witt rootsystem of type S,.
To establish that U,, , is a Witt rootsystem and determine its symmetries, we introduce do(e) for Let n = (n, ,..., n,) where the n, are integers n, > . . . > n, (r > 1). Then S, = S, ,,,,,,, l, is the Lie rootsystem defined by the recursive construction S,,,,,,,,,r = S,,(R) where R is a Lie rootsystem of type S "2 ,..., n, in the vector space Z;' -S,, Note that there is a canonical choice for R in the above definition, generated by the choice S,. m = S,v R where R = { (il,...,in) E 27; 1 i, + . . . +i,=O, im+, #O, imf2= ... =i,!=O} in the case r=2. It can be shown that S,,(R) and S,(R') are isomorphic if and only if R and R' are isomorphic, so that S,,I, ..,n, is well defined even when not specified as the canonical choice.
We introduce explicitly two more Witt rootsystems S,(W), S,( W v W) needed for the rank 3 classification. It is a simple exercise to prove that S,(W) is isomorphic to W@ S,, which explains the omission of S,(W) from the list given in Theorem 3.7.
For the sequel, we need the following definition and proposition, which naturally extend the concept of connectivity for Dynkin diagrams of complex semisimple Lie algebras. The proof is straightforward. We now proceed to classify the Witt rootsystems of prime rank at most three, in the following theorem. This leads to the classification in Section 3 of all rank three subsystems Rabc of a Lie rootsystem R excluding T,, which in turn leads to strong structural results for Lie rootsystems excluding T,. The classification is, of necessity, combinatorial, the strategy being to search systematically among statements describing rank 2 features of R; and then to abandon those statements defining sets which are not Witt rootsystems. Proof: In what follows, scalars i, , k, etc., are assumed to come from Z,,, and we write Z, (set of sums 0, f (a+ ... + a)) and L,a (set of scalar multiples of a) interchangeably, depending on context and notational expedience.
Since R is irreducible of prime rank 3, we may assume with no loss generality that R = Rabc with a-b-c.
We first consider the case where R excludes Sz, that is, where no subsystem Ruv Rbd contains ra -rb + tc. Moreover, we have ra +jb E R and (ra +jb) -c for all j# 0, r +j# 0. It follows that, forj#O, r +j#O, R(ra +jb)c is of type S, or W, and R contains ra + jb + kc, at least for all values of k for which the element c of R(ra +jb)c is not orthogonal to ra +jb + kc, that is, for which 0 # c"(ra + jb + kc) = 0 + jc'(b) + 2k or k # -jc"(b)/2.
We first consider the case co(b) = 0, in which case it follows that ra+jb+kcER for all j#O, r+j#O, k (r,j, k E "J. Then R I S = (Rab -Za) @ Zc u Rab u R( ra -rb + tc)c.
Since c"( ra -rb + tc) then equals 0 + 0 + 2t # 0, we see that R(ra -rb + tc)c is of type S2 and equals {j (a-b) But then a + CE R, a contradiction. Accordingly, we must conclude that c-(ra -rb + tc), so that R contains {i(a-b)+kcIiEZp,k#O}.
We now determine the elements ia + jb + kc = e of R explicitly. Suppose next thatj#O,i+j#O,andj+k=O,sothate=ia+jb-jc.TheneERfori=O and i = -j. It follows that Ra(b -c) is of type S, or W,, so that it contains e unless 0 = a'(e) = 2(i + j). Since i + j # 0, we have e E R. Since R contains (ei E R -{0}), which contradicts the irreducibility of R. (And, moreover, this particular S, u S, u W, with S2 n S, # {0}, SZ is not even a Lie rootsystem.) Thus, we must conclude that a-c.
By the foregoing, we now have Rab = (ia + jb 1 i +j # 0}, b-c, a-c, and d = ra + sb + tc E R with r, s, t # 0. We first consider the case where one of Rbc, Rae is of type W,; and we then take Rbc to be of type W,, with no loss of generality. After a few paragraphs, we then consider the general case. Suppose that Rat is of type S2, and normalize c so that a'(c) = 2. We then have a-b-(b -c) with Rab, Rb(b -c) of types S,, W,, respectively. As in the foregoing, we may conclude that a-(b -c). Since
is of of type Wz, by Theorem 1.4.
Since we may replace c by b-c, we may assume with no loss of generality that Rat is of type W,.
We claim that a'(c), b'(c) E Z,, without loss of generality. Suppose to the contrary that, say, a"(c) 4 Z,. Consider any jb + kc E Rbc = Zb + Zc with k # 0. Then a"(jb + kc) $ Z, implies that Ra(jb + kc) = Z, + Z(jb + kc). It follows that R=Rabu {ia+jb+kcIk#O, i, jEZ> = {ia+jb+kcIk#O or (k=O and i+j#O)} =S, u {ia+jb-(i-j)c[i+j#O} =S,(S,), which is among the Witt rootsystems listed in the theorem. Thus, we may assume that a'(c), b'(c) E Z,.
We claim next that a"(c) =O, with no loss of generality. We have seen above that we may assume a'(c) E Z,. If a'(c) # 0, replace c by c' = c -(a'( c)//2) b E Zb + Zc = Rbc. Then a'( c') = 0, as desired, and Rat' = W, as before, Rat' = W v W being ruled out as in the foregoing exclusion of Rae = W v W, since b-c'; and Rat' = SZ being ruled out by a'(c') = 0. We therefore have Rab = S,, Rbc = W,, Rae' = W, as before, as well as a'(c') = 0. Thus, we may assume with no loss of generality that a'(c) = 0.
We now show, using a'(c) =O, that R= {ia +jbl i+j#O} + Zc= S, 0 W. Note first that a-(ib + kc) for all k and all j # 0, since a'(jb + kc) = a'(ib) = 2j. If Ra(jb + kc) is of type W,, then R contains iu +jb + kc for all i. Otherwise, Ra(jb + kc) is of type S2, in which case the condition that iu + (j6 + kc) be in this S2 is that 0 #a'(iu +jb + kc) = 2(i +j) + a'(kc) = 2(i+j).
It follows that R contains iu +jb + kc for all Since Rub is of type W,, and since each Reie, + I is of type S, or W,, there exists 1 < i < n such that Re,_ , e, is of type S, and Re,e,+ , is of type W,. Thus, we may assume with no loss of generality that n = 3, i= 2, e, = a, e2 = b = u, e3 = v = c, that is, that Rub is of type S, and Rbc is of type W,. But this is the case which we considered above.
We now may assume that Ruv is of type S, or W v W or W for all u, v E R -(0). Since u-b-c with Rub and Rut of type S2, we may assume with no loss of generality that a'(b) = 2 and b'(c) = 2. After preliminary observations, we now show that R = { ia + jb + kc ( i + j + k # 0}, so that R is of type S,.
Consider any Z,-independent elements U, v E R -(0 >. With our present assumptions, Ruv is of type W v W if and only if u"(v) = 0; and Ruv is of type S, if and only if u"(v) #O. Moreover, it is clear that u"(v) E Z,,, and that Ruv = { iu + jv I i +j # 0} if and only if u'(v) = 2.
We proved the transitivity U-V-W implies U-W (u,u, WER-{0}), under the assumption that Ruv be of type S,, earlier in this proof. In the present context, the condition that Ruv be of type S, is always satisfied when U-V-W. Consequently the relation -is transitive on R -(0). We now use this transitivity to prove that R = { iu + jb +-kc ( i + j + k # 0} = S,. In the latter case, let a = ix +jy + kz, c = rx + sy + tz. Since a 7L c, it follows that a + c # R. Consequently, we have (i +j + k) + (r + s + t) = (i +j + k) -(Y + s + t) = 0. But then i+j+k=r+s+t=O, so that a and care in the subspace {ix+-&+ kzl i+j+ k=O}.
It follows easily that x, y, ZE S,( W v W) can be chosen such that a =x-y and c =y -z. This establishes the following transitivity theorem for Witt rootsystems. 
an d suppose that x 7L y. Then x + y, x-y $ R, so that C;=, x, + Cr=, yi = C;= I xi -C;=, yj = 0. It follows that C;= i xi = C;=, y, = 0, so that x, y E R'. But then x-y since R' is transitive and irreducible, a contradiction.
We must conclude that x-y for any two x, y E R -{ 0}, so that R is transitive and irreducible as asserted.
3.13. Conjecture. The transitive irreducible Witt rootsystems are those of the form W,,,, S,, or W,,, @ S,(R') for m > 1, n 2 2, and R' a transitive irreducible Witt rootsystem of prime rank less than n.
The above propositions reduce the above conjecture to the following conjecture.
3.14. Conjecture. A transitive irreducible Witt rootsystem R having no element x E R -(0) such that Rxy is of type W, for all x E R-Rx has the form R = S,(R') for some n >, 2 and some transitive irreducible Witt rootsystem R' of prime rank less than n.
The following theorem determines the transitive Witt rootsystems which exclude S2. 
